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Thank you, President Wortham, for your generous introduction. It is 

an honor and a pleasure to congratulate 438 soon-to-be graduates, 

unless they flunk my one-question exam. More on that in a minute.  

When I look out at your proud faces, I hope you see in mine pride 

for your achievement. I know that one in every six of you is a 

veteran. Many of you are the first in your families to earn college 

degrees. A large number hold down full-time jobs including an 

impressive percentage in law enforcement and other public service 

professions. 

I see so many sheriff cars on campus that I drive very slowly there, and come to complete stops. 

No rolling through a stop sign. Speaking about deputies on campus, your graduate speaker, Sgt. 

Terry Cochran, is an impressive role model for your class, and for those who follow. 

I am here today, standing between you and graduation parties because someone thought I 

have a handle on life. He or she did not double check that with my wife.  

One thing I do know: You Hodges graduates already understand the door-opening value of the 

degrees you are about to receive or you would not have made so many sacrifices to earn them. 

When I graduated from a then all-male college in 1965, I didn’t walk with scores of veterans, 

men and women with full-time jobs and families or, for that matter, any women at all. 

Two-thirds of those receiving degrees here this year are women. That’s another reason it is a 

pleasure to be here, to see so many women earning a crucial key to limitless opportunity, 

something their mothers, grandmothers and great-grandmothers could not do. 

Thinking about great-grandmothers, it’s time for my one-question final exam on great-

grandparents. How many of you can give me the first names of all eight of your great-

grandparents? Raise your hand if you can. I don’t see any hands, and mine is not up either. 

We all flunk. So, grading on the curve, you all get your degrees. 

I am making an important point. Most of us will be long gone and forgotten by the time our 

great-grandchildren will attend their own college graduations. They won’t know our names, and 

they are family! 

Very few of us will be another Thomas Edison, George Washington, Ernest Hemingway, Sandra 

Day O’Connor, Martin Luther King, Jr. or Roberto Clemente. If even one of us ends up in future 

history books, we will be fortunate. 
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But, don’t be discouraged. Each one of you can leave a huge legacy although it may not have 

your name attached to it. 

Linda Sease, a good friend of mine in Denver, writes a blog. In a recent note to her readers, she 

asked: “Do you ever wonder about the impact you have on other people? Are you a central part 

of the happiness they feel? Or, are you merely a neutral bystander observing from afar? Or, 

maybe worse, a contributor to other people’s unhappiness?” 

This reminds me about something written by that 19th Century Irish playwright and novelist 

Oscar Wilde: “Some cause happiness wherever they go; others whenever they go.” Amen to 

that. 

Linda’s point was about more than happiness. We always must share our best selves. If we do, 

our positive impact will ripple through those we touch – our families, co-workers, subordinates, 

bosses, neighbors, fellow parishioners, those we mentor – and then they will touch others, and 

the others will touch even more others. The ripples continue throughout time. 

What I am about to say may sound like heresy on your graduation day, but this marvelous 

achievement, earning a degree, is not in itself a legacy. What you do with your degree that 

positively impacts other people will be part of your legacy. 

I found a website for the Meridian Life Design company in Vancouver. They teach, “Legacy is 

more about sharing what you have learned, not just what you have earned, and bequeathing 

values over valuables… by serving a cause greater than your own … Legacy is the residue of a 

life well lived… Everything you say and do is a deposit into your legacy.” 

My favorite columnist is David Brooks of the New York Times. In his 2015 book The Road to 

Character, Brooks differentiates between what he calls the resume virtues – including wealth, 

fame and status – and the so-called eulogy virtues such as kindness, bravery, honesty, 

faithfulness which focus on relationships and positive impact on others. 

College degrees, job titles, rank, inventions, goals scored, mountains climbed, championships 

won, prom queens or kings married are not the end all and be all. They are achievements and 

resume virtues. All of them can put you in position to be a positive role model, and a leader by 

example.  Each of you is now in that position. In that sense, today truly is a commencement – 

the beginning of turning your resume virtues into eulogy virtues. 

Permit me to share a little about me. I am a grandfather of four, from eight to 18. Only one of 

my grandchildren’s great grandparents lived long enough to meet her great-grandchildren. My 

father died before his great-grandchildren                were born. Yet, his legacy lives in them – in 

silly ways, and serious ones, too. 
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He made up silly names for his sons – I was either Monkey Butt or Nicodemus Fruitcake. Those 

names made me laugh. Fortunately, there was no Google in those days to look them up. Those 

and similar names brought joy to my sons, and then to their sons. Dad was in the Navy in World 

War II, so my brother and I were in the Navy. He played baseball, and so did we, and our sons 

and their sons. Dad was in the newspaper business. So was I, and one of my sons. 

More importantly, my dad and mom cared about people and proved it with deeds, not just 

words. They insisted that I always try to take the high road (revenge is wrong and two wrongs 

don’t make a right), follow the Golden Rule (treat others the way you would like to be treated), 

value friendships, learn about and from others, understand that your word must be your bond. 

Those are contagious values when lived by someone you trust, a role model. 

The Golden Rule, the so-called ethic of reciprocity, is found in many human cultures and 

religions and, according to some, may be related to a “fundamental human nature.” It’s in the 

Bible, the Quran and is almost every major faith. But, here we are in 2016 watching presidential 

candidates taking the low road and ignoring the Golden Rule.  

What a concept: A moral commitment to the well being of others without the expectation of 

anything in return.   

Sometimes – particularly in election years – we forget the motto on the great seal of our nation, 

e pluribus unum, out of many, one. It’s not about me, or you. It’s about all of us. 

Our Founding Fathers built a government of checks and balances, bequeathing to us the most 

liberty of any citizens of any nation. Yet, it could all fly apart if enough of us can’t get along, and 

if we fail to respect each other and don’t have each other’s back. 

That’s why I love the word “amity,”  a fancy way to say friendship. William H. “Smitty” Smith, 

executive director of the National Center for Race Amity in Boston, uses the word amity in the 

title of his latest book as well as in his organization’s name. Remember David Brooks’ eulogy 

virtues? Surely, Smitty would say that friendships across racial and ethnic lines give hope that 

racism and bigotry can be conquered. True friendships build bridges of trust and goodwill 

between blacks and whites, Democrats and Republicans, Christians and Muslims … 

When I was finishing my junior year, I was not tapped for one of Yale’s senior societies, often 

called elite secret societies, like Skull and Bones. I was sorry to be overlooked, missing out on 

that resume virtue. 

So, I and 12 other of the untapped rising seniors formed our own secret society, Doomsday, 

which died when we graduated. 
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Yes, I know. Sad. Silly. Pretentious. But, it wasn’t all bad. We invited campus chaplains -- a 

Jesuit, a rabbi and the Rev. William Sloan Coffin, Jr., Yale’s interdenominational chaplain – to 

meet with us on separate evenings.  

Each chaplain asked all 13 of us the same question, “What are you going to do to make the 

world a better place?”  Coffin helped all of us see our selfish, greedy sides and the legacy 

potential of a selfless side. He famously said in one of his sermons that it’s not the unexamined 

but the uncommitted life that is not worth living. That’s one of the reasons I became a 

journalist – as the cliché goes to afflict the comfortable and comfort the afflicted.. 

Now, I admit that I occasionally have failed to follow the Golden Rule and have disappointed, 

even hurt people, to my everlasting regret. 

I have learned to use techniques to put my best self forward. One is the green light rule – it’s 

better to say yes (green light) than no (red light). Always look for a way to say yes. Someone 

may be asking for something you cannot do, but some piece of what is being asked may be 

doable. Say yes to that. If you must say no, explain why.                                                                                            

A second tactic is to ask questions, about aspirations rather than about complaints or blame. 

Journalists ask who, what, when, where, why and how. You need to know another person to 

build a sustainable bond. The two most important of the questions are why and how. Why do 

you want to do that? How will you do it? The why and how questions get to bedrock values. 

Friendship is built on that bedrock.  

We all, deliberately or inadvertently, have an impact on others, both positive and negative. As 

Linda from Denver advised, our goal is to intentionally put our best self forward as often as we 

can. 

By walking the talk, by seeking to be kind to others, by being humble, by admitting our mistakes 

and learning from them, we will earn the trust of others. That’s when we become positive role 

models, even leaders by example. 

You will discover joy in service to others. And, you will like yourself. I expect that many of you 

already have learned that by living it. It’s a life style. 

I salute each of you as you begin your post-graduate service to your families, coworkers and 

mankind. Congratulations!  Thank you for allowing me to steal a few minutes of your valuable 

time.    


